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The homeopathic preparation selected for treatment by the ART method 
increases the patient's adaptive reserves. When testing by the ART method with an 
increase in its potency, a reaction of excessive stimulation of the body occurs, 
which is manifested by a deterioration of electrical indicators at the studied 
biologically active point (BAP), if the agent is not very suitable at this stage of work 
or is not quite “similar”.

However, such an increased potency of the drug poses a new task for the 
body, and if then such an enhanced drug is used as a filter or load, this can lead to 
the selection of a second drug that helps to tolerate the enhanced first drug. This 
second is a more suitable tool at the next stage of work, possibly working in 
another area, due to violations in which a stronger effect of the first drug is 
impossible. The second means will make the first portable by a new increase in 
adaptation reserves. Then, it is possible to use the first drug in a higher potency for 
treatment, which indicates the development of a higher level of the body's ability, 
or the selection of the next remedy, which will make it possible to use the second 
drug in a higher potency. Thus, you can build a chain of drugs, which will 
significantly and at the same time harmoniously increase resources, make the 
patient insensitive to stress loads, and adapt his various systems of regulation to 
different types of loads. Thus, the use of a gradual increase in the potency of the 
selected drugs can be considered as a system of training and development of 
weak, lagging organs and tissues in various fields of activity.

Another option for using homeopathic remedies as filters in ART is the use of 
"evolutionary filters".

The use of "evolutionary" filters, starting with preparations of mammalian 
milk, especially the higher ones, allows you to adjust the treatment program to 
overcome developmental delays, regressive conditions, and clearly define the tasks 
on this path of development. To do this, against the background of a mammalian 
milk filter, preparations of the mineral, then the plant, then the animal kingdom 
are tested, starting from the lower stages of development: mollusks, arthropods, 
vertebrates, starting with fish, then, birds, reptiles,
mammals, then we looked at nosodes separately.

This testing usually solves
general body tasks revealed by other tests on ART.

Acceleration of work and its simplification occurs when

majority

using
polarizer GSHK, with its effect, the amount of medicinal necessary drugs is reduced.

This definition of developmental tasks by "evolutionary" filters is useful in 
bioresonance therapy (BRT), which makes it possible to solve more
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quickly common tasks of the whole organism.

Mineral homeopathic remedies are less specific, or more versatile and can be 
useful in a wide variety of cases of food intolerance detected by ART.

Thus, the use of various potencies of homeopathic remedies as filters in ART, 
taking into account their belonging to different kingdoms, as well as food 
products, taking into account their intolerance, allow choosing the path of 
treatment with homeopathic medicines and BRT with the solution of general 
developmental problems.
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Food can become a variant of filters in ART. The control of the homeopathic 
or BRT therapy can be carried out according to the tolerance of the products, 
which is tested by the ART method. At the same time, intolerance to animal 
products speaks, as a rule, of the need to use homeopathic preparations of the 
animal kingdom, rather
the corresponding group of products - marine, with intolerance to fish and 
seafood, preparations from mammals - with intolerance to mammalian meat and 
milk, preparations from reptiles and birds with intolerance to eggs or bird meat, 
and intolerance to plant products indicates the probable use of preparations of the 
plant kingdom, moreover, more often ,
of the corresponding botanical family.
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